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Abstract
Purpose – The purpose of this paper is to provide a profile of Lizzie Hehir. Lizzie tells her own 
story and is then interviewed by Jerome.
Design/methodology/approach – This series of papers used the case study approach. However, 
each paper is written collaboratively, using the person’s own words. The deeply individual nature 
of each person’s story, reminds us of the complexities of working in mental health.
Findings – In her account Lizzie tells us of her long-term battles with self-harm. It was a struggle 
that she eventually won.
Research limitations/implications – Individual stories allow us to access people’s lived 
experience with mental illness. No diagnostic manual can ever truly categorise this uniqueness.
Practical implications – Lizzie shows it is possible to overcome self-harm, though she still 
experiences something of the trauma she went through, when she has triggers.
Social implications – When we see burns victims we seldom approach them asking them how they 
sustained their injuries, but as Lizzie points out, many people feel able to ask people who have self-
harmed about their injuries.
Originality/value – Lizzie writes with conviction and humility. Now working in mental health she is 
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able to reach out to others who are as troubled as she once was.
Keywords   Self-harm    Recovery   Education   Trauma   Humour
Paper type  Case study
Introduction
Lizzie was someone I pretty much knew from her first year. As is apparent from her account, she was 
a very friendly person, always with a smile on her face and a keen sense of humour. There was no 
doubt of her commitment to her studies and her dedicated nature. She was also someone who 
volunteered to help out in speaking to visiting groups. She also assisted with a mini-conference in her 
final year, with another colleague. She is I feel someone you could rely on 100%. Anyway, let her 
tell the story in her own words…
Biography of Lizze Hehir 
When I was little I was fascinated by marks on skin, I would parade around the house asking my 
sister to look at it again! ''Isn't it weird!!''  It was innocent, I was little, I think I was around the age 
where my dad had just taught me how to tuck my hair behind my ears instead of it covering my face, 
I was learning. Even now if I lean on something that marks me temporarily I still look at it with 
interest. I do have other interests though. Those marks always faded though, yet ironically now my 
arm is covered in permanent marks that won’t ever fade. I was always shown love and I had friends 
who liked me. I did well academically and I never experienced what I would consider trauma.






























































ental Health and Social Inclusion
From the age of fourteen I began self-harming. It lasted for around a decade, sometimes several times 
a day, sometimes once a week, sometimes once every few months. Before school, after school, before 
sleep and after sleep, low mood, high mood and boredom. At the time it was an activity I did, if you 
like. My friends knew. There was a group of four of us and three of us experienced self-harm, but 
they seemed to out-grow it and I was the remainder who wore long sleeves and winced a lot if anyone 
brushed past me in the halls. My family also knew. The first time I self-harmed I told my mum who 
hugged me and talked me through it and I didn't do it again for a while. However, when I did it was 
not something I spoke about despite how obvious it was. My clothes always had spots of blood on 
them and certain implements were always missing despite recent shopping trips.
People ask you about scars. I have been asked a few times. I never took my blazer off in high school. 
I dropped out of PE and out of school I lived in long sleeves. However, on a couple of rare occasions 
I donned the short sleeve look, because surely, they were faded enough by now. But strangers would 
ask, and it would terrify me because what was I supposed to say to this complete stranger about 
something so personal? 'I fell into a pile of broken glass!' 'It’s a really rare skin condition!' 'I have 
three feral cats who are really aggressive!'. For me, it's the same as asking a burn victim what has 
happened to their skin, but I always doubt that they are questioned in the manner I was. I was recently 
asked by a colleague to which I still felt that lump in my throat and the weight in my stomach, feeling 
like I had to search for a response that would seem believable. ''I used to self-harm,'' was my response.
Safe to say the long sleeves continued for years, until I was 26. After a thought-provoking weekend 
of training for my then job as a drug and alcohol worker, I approached my manager in 2016 and asked 
if it would be ok If I bared my arms at work. She immediately gave me a hug and I felt completely 
liberated and I began to show my arms in public
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I still feel guilty years later, even more so because I still cannot give an explanation that would satisfy 
those who ask. I think about how my mum would find me, hug me, bandage me up and walk with me 
to the infirmary to get stitches. The nurses were always very kind, although I do remember one 
occasion where the nurse was very aloof. She did not say much, asked me to clean my own arm and 
I left feeling really ashamed. I almost felt unworthy of receiving any care, after all it was of my own 
doing. It just fed into the guilt I felt. I could not answer the frustrated questions posed to me and every 
day I knew the anxiety my mum experienced. Every day she was waiting for her daughter to hurt 
herself again.
 
 Generally, people would choose to avoid pain and the idea of injuring your own body is strange. The 
thing about self-harm, as given by the title, is that it is a deliberate act towards yourself which means 
there may be less of an empathetic response and more a perplexed and frustrated one from those who 
love you.
I would say I am detached from it all now. It’s a limb that every now and again I notice that from 
wrist to shoulder there are hundreds of etchings that remind me. I cannot remember my arm looking 
any different. Of course, I will always now be living with the aftermath. There will always be looks, 
and probably questions from strangers. I also have a different relationship with marks now. When I 
was little I would study them, alert people and show them! Since my romance with self-harm though, 
seeing a mark on my skin suddenly or in fact certain patterns on a surface or on a picture provokes a 
really aversive and immediate reaction from me. Seeing certain patterns or marks is what I now know 
to be some kind of significant trigger. My reaction usually involves bursting into tears and feeling 
cold, like I need to shake off what I have seen. It has happened a few times over the years, most 
recently it was seeing the way rice had separated in a pan, sticking to the pan apart from certain points 
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leaving large gash like shapes contrasting the white of the rice to the black base of the pan. The first 
time it happened my mum opened a microwave in front of me and the sausage inside had burst open. 
I simultaneously screamed and burst into tears. Somehow my mum knew why and she held me until 
I calmed down.
It’s not always food-related, but the reaction is always the same. I know why now, it’s because its 
trauma. Every time I self-harmed the image of my arm was scarred into my memory taking it with it 
how I felt at that moment, the shock and fear and that is what I see and feel when I'm met with certain 
marks or patterns now. That same feeling. I have accepted it will happen again. It is ok though because 
I know that the reason it happens won’t happen again. I am not in that space any more.  
Lizzie in conversation with Jerome
Jerome: Self-harm clearly played a major part in your teenage years. Can you tell us a bit more about 
what brought about the change?
Lizzie:  It was a combination of things. Without it being a cliché, I think I outgrew it. My self-harm 
had already peaked, I did not see the point in making superficial cuts and I no longer had the will to 
cause damage to myself. It was a draining habit, not just for me but also for my mum, dad and sister. 
I found myself losing interest in it. I realised I did not want this to be part of my identity any more, I 
did not want to be worried about looks and whispers. I had also begun a relationship with someone 
who became more and more important to me. This was someone, unlike family, who had made a 
choice to be with me and I him, I couldn't let my self-harm impact that.
Jerome: Your mother was very supportive throughout your difficulties. How is your relationship these 
days?
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Lizzie: We've always been close. I am with all my family, but I lived with my mum through my self-
harming years, which meant it was her who witnessed it all first hand and I have always felt grateful 
for the way she 'handled it'. Other relatives understandably found it infuriating and upsetting, mum 
did too of course, but I suppose living together meant she witnessed these moments of mine and was 
around to sit with me and listen. We remain close, she helped me and I believe I, in later years, helped 
her with her own demons.
Jerome:  A lot of Psychology students talk about how studying Psychology helped them understand 
themselves better. Have you found this to be the case?
Lizzie: Absolutely. I find so much of psychology fascinating and now, as I am just about to finish my 
degree, I feel I am better equipped to not only understand others but myself too. Some of my attitudes 
and my prejudices, but something really significant presented itself on my final module. The final 
lectures I had on my degree were about trauma and how it impacts people. It is so huge, even the 
origin of the word trauma translates to 'wound'.  When I have these reactions to patterns, it comes 
from nowhere and immediately changes my mental state, and over the years part of me has guessed 
it is to do with my self-harm. In a particular lecture on trauma it became pretty clear. Seeing it on 
screen with references and delivered by a former mental health professional made me realise that the 
reaction I have is due to the trauma I experienced when I self-harmed. After the lecture I discussed it 
with a friend, who listened and agreed, she really validated how I felt. I am really glad I attended that 
lecture.
Jerome: What does the concept of hope mean for you?
Lizzie: It's very abstract isn't it. I know the definition of it and I suppose it is used in conversation 
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regarding superficial things but on a more philosophical level I think it’s a concept that helps people 
get out of bed in the morning, people hope for things and it holds their hand through the day doesn't 
it?
 
Jerome: What changes would you most like to see in mental health services?
Lizzie:  More funding, less waiting times, easier access to services; the usual. I don't feel equipped to answer 
this really, more funding to optimise the experience for both service users and staff.
Jerome: What are your views on the use of medication for mental health problems?
Lizzie: I think the reality is that it helps some people. Mental illness is so frightening at times and can 
cause so much damage. If taking a tablet once a day means a person can function then I don't see 
anything wrong with that. In fact, if medication means a person feels safer and happier and their 
ability to function improves, their quality of life is therefore better. There's no shame in it. For some 
it might just mean they feel that little bit better and can go into work or hoover or wash the pots. For 
others it might mean they no longer dread waking up because the medication has muted the constant  
voices in their head. For some it might mean they can focus, hear themselves think and understand 
their own thoughts, and it might help them want to stay alive. The research is all there, it's fascinating 
really, how delicate the mind is.
Jerome: How do you think mental health services can best help promote recovery, which is said to be 
the goal of many services?
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Lizzie: Work closely with other agencies to ensure a holistic approach to the person’s care. I think 
recovery is optimised if there are multiple agencies, supporting the mental health, the physical health 
and the social aspects, they all interlink. I think a really important point is early intervention. When I 
worked in mental health, often individuals would be admitted to the ward in crisis because sometimes 
there had not been any prior intervention. It is difficult, just because of the nature of mental health, 
that loss of self-awareness, but I think recovery needs early intervention and education and multiple 
sources of support.
Jerome: Have you been inspired by any mental health or healthcare professionals you have come 
across?
Lizzie: For three years I worked on an acute mental health ward, I loved it, but it was frightening 
sometimes. People used to say to me ''I could not do that,'' ''I don't know how you do it''. I loved it but 
it isn't like working in a coffee shop, you have to be interested in it and you will take stuff home. The 
idea of leaving stuff at the door just is not realistic. I think anyone who works in mental health is 
inspirational really. It is not easy, sometimes it is ugly, upsetting and dangerous. I don’t think you do 
that kind of work to 'pay the bills', it isn't just 'a job'. It is hard and draining but really rewarding and 
from my experience, you meet the sweetest people, human beings who are just struggling.
Jerome: In terms of people with lived experience of mental health problems, have any specific 
individuals impressed you?
Lizzie: For me, it doesn't have to be massive accomplishments or miraculous stories of recovery, what 
impresses me more is people who just keep trying. What's easier than giving up? But people who 
keep trying despite fierce self-doubt or crippling depression. I've got relatives with addiction, eating 
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disorders, depression and anxiety. I've known people recently facing stress, loss and suicidal thoughts. 
They all got out of bed though, some went to work, some looked after their children, some even sat 
and worked on assignments for their degree. That to me is impressive, just daily struggles, like I said, 
what is easier than giving up, to stop making efforts, when it is unbelievably hard. Sometimes just 
doing the minimal is really impressive.
Jerome: What challenges lie ahead for you? What do you most want to achieve in the future?
Lizzie: In answer to the first question; Competition and believing in myself! Tutors throughout my 
degree have confirmed that it’s a competitive field to be a part of, not just employment but also 
research opportunities and education. I think I need to believe in myself – which is a challenge in 
itself, to maintain that - but it's really important to remind yourself of just what you can do! I've spent 
most of my degree second guessing myself far too much, despite good results. Future wise, I'm 
looking forward to starting a Masters in Psychology this September and further than that, I like the 
idea of doing a PhD and maybe lecturing. To be honest I just really enjoy being in the classroom, 
whatever role I play. I think it would be a nice future if I ended up in a career I loved and found it 
important, hopefully it won’t take too many years to decide what that may be!
Jerome: What would you most like to be remembered for?
Lizzie: This is a difficult question. Of course, I would like to be remembered as being kind and 
successful, but that does not feel very personal. Surely most people want to be remembered for these 
things. To be honest, when I first read this question, something came to mind immediately.  It sounds 
like a cliché, but since I was little I liked it that people thought I was funny, still do. When it comes 
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down to it really, I think would just like to be remembered as someone who made people laugh, not 
like a clown, just someone who in conversation could make you laugh, brighten the hour or the day 
up with humour, maybe make you feel better for a minute.
Conclusion
Patricia Deegan commented that relationship is the key tool we have in helping people with mental 
health problems. Each of us has the power to have a positive or a negative impact on those people 
who come into our lives. What a gift it is to be able to make people laugh and to cheer them up as 
Lizzie can. Indeed, for some people this can be life-saving.
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